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Abstract 
The Dyl-Light is a LED lighting fixture that is controlled with a recently released 
suite of entertainment technology protocols called A.C.N. This new protocol has a 
number of advantages to its use over the existing protocol, DMX512, used for 
controlling entertainment lighting fixtures. This project attempts to use this new 
protocol to directly control a light fixture, something that currently is not available on 
the market. 
The project includes several aspects of engineering from electronics, embedded 
systems, applications, networking, power electronics, and computer interfacing.
  
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
For my senior project I wanted to do a project that was challenging, and drew upon a 
number of the different courses I took at Cal Poly, while also challenging me to learn 
new things. I also wanted the project to relate to the entertainment technology field in 
a way that is forward thinking and makes use of the most recent technologies 
available. 
I decided to develop a light fixture that was controlled with a new suite of control 
protocols that was published in 2006 and is currently not being implemented in any 
commercial lighting fixtures. The development of products that use the new standard 
is more complex, and the majority of the industry is not using there resources to 
develop this technology in there products, simply because no other company has yet 
to showcase the benefits of the new control protocols. 
I wanted to take this educational opportunity to understand the new technology, and 
was ready to take on the challenge to design a color changing LED light fixture that 
was controlled using ANSI E1.17-2006 Entertainment Technology: Architecture for 
Control Networks. 
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II. Background 
 
E1.17 Architecture for Control Networks (ACN), which was published in 2006, is a 
massively more complex protocol than the current industry standard, DMX512 
(DMX). DMX uses a differential signal, and is unidirectional, while ACN uses 
UDP/IP packets sent over Ethernet from the lighting controller to each component on 
a network. While the new protocol is more complex from a research and development 
perspective, when fully and correctly implemented it can be a powerful tool for 
lighting designers providing them with bi-directional communication to intelligent 
lighting fixtures, as well as an easier time creating their network of light fixtures. 
The lighting industry has been well served with DMX, which originated in the late 
1980's for lighting consoles to communicate with dimmers. However, since the 80’s 
the industry has undergone massive changes, and several limitations have been 
recognized. One of the largest drawbacks to DMX is scale. Each DMX universe (all 
components listening to a single DMX signal) can only communicate 512 unique 
intensity levels. With the development of intelligent lighting fixtures, each light 
fixture may have as many as 32 levels that need to be set. For large size shows (rock 
concerts, Broadway, etc.) lighting designers are required to use multiple DMX 
universes just to communicate with all of their lighting fixtures.  
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Another drawback is that because DMX devices are connected in a daisy-chain 
fashion, if one component is faulty you can instantly lose the ability to control 
everything “downstream” of that device. The third major drawback to DMX is the 
lack of flexibility of the data each device receives. Each property on a device (most 
devices only have one, light intensity) only receives a single byte of information. And 
while there are ways to combine multiple DMX channels to a single property, tasks 
such as specifying an instrument name that the fixture would remember can’t be done 
without wasting a large number of the 512 bytes for a property that will not be 
regularly updated. While few would argue that DMX is, or even should, become 
irrelevant to the industry, it is quite evident that the need for a newer method of 
lighting control is necessary. 
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III. Requirements 
 
Since the release of ACN in 2006, the entertainment technology industry has been 
slow to adopt the standard. In fact, during the research of this product no lighting 
fixtures that were controllable using ACN directly were identified. And any 
implementations of ACN found (consoles), were not full implementations of the 
standard [4].  
The lack of ACN devices motivated the project direction, so that it would help move 
the industry towards the adoption of this new standard. The final product should be 
able to adjust the physical settings of a light fixture based entirely on commands sent 
over an Ethernet cable using E1.17 Architecture for Control Networks. As specified 
in Appendix A and Table I, the project would have three inputs, two DC power 
inputs, and the Ethernet cable. And would be able to produce a full color spectrum, be 
bright enough for a stage application lighting fixture, easy to control, and have a 
reasonably low price associated with it. 
Inputs: Device Requirements 
5V Power Supply Full Color Spectrum 
14V Power Supply High Luminosity 
Ethernet Cable carrying ACN payloads Easy to Use 
 Reasonable Cost 
Table I: Project Requirements  
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IV. Design 
 
The design of this project was broken up in to six main parts LEDs, Fixture 
Manufacturing, ACN Development, Microprocessor Design, Power Management, 
and the ACN Server Application Software. These parts can be identified in the 
System Block Diagram in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: System Diagram 
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A. Light Emitting Diodes 
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have been in use since the 1960’s but have primarily 
been used as indicators until the past decade, when they have seen a rapid increase in 
general illumination applications. Using LEDs for illumination, while having several 
obstacles, has many benefits, including lower power usage and less maintenance. 
For this application there were two initial requirements: 1-brightness (intensity) 2-
maximum range of colors. Researching different brands of LEDs took some time. To 
achieve a very bright light source, LEDs that were around the 3W range were desired. 
After looking at several options of LED I narrowed it down to three lines of LEDs: 
Avago, Luxeon, and OSRAM. I ultimately ended up choosing the Avago line of 
LEDs for manufacturing and cost purposes. 
OSRAM was immediately ruled-out because of higher costs, so a closer inspection 
between Luxeon and the Avago LEDs took place. A table summarizing important 
values for each set of LEDs can be found in Table II. 
Four LEDs of each color (Red, Green, Blue, & White) were chosen, making a total of 
16, after looking at several different geometric arrangements that could be made with 
different quantities of LEDs, as well as cost considerations. The LEDs were 
positioned in a 4-by-4 square and arranged in a random assortment as to minimize the 
effect of distinct color shadows. 
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LEDs Typical 
Vf 
Max Vf Max 
I 
Max 
Lumens 
Max Tj Rθ-c Unit 
Price 
Luxeon        
Red 
LED 
2.9 3.5 700 90 135 12 $3.00 
Green 
LED 
3.05 3.51 1000 123 150 10 $4.63 
Blue 
(Royal) 
LED 
3.04 3.51 1000 625mW 150 10 $6.63 
White 
(Warm) 
LED 
3 3.99 1000 110 150 10 $5.69 
        
AVAGO        
Red 
LED 
2.1 2.4 700 94 125 10 $4.15 
Green 
LED 
3.2 3.6 700 125 135 10 $4.73 
Blue 
(Royal) 
LED 
3.2 3.6 700 515mW 135 10 $5.15 
Table II: LED Manufacturer Comparisons 
1. LED Color Mixing 
Unlike traditional methods of coloring light, called subtractive color mixing, where a 
colored filter is placed in front of a white light source to filter out undesired 
frequencies, LED lighting provides a nice method of using additive color mixing 
using red, green, and blue (RGB) LEDs. While researching the ability of LEDs to 
color mix, RGB LEDs were identified as excelling at producing bright-saturated 
colors (note that bright, in this case, refers to the amount of light output, not its 
closeness to white). However, pastel colors and especially white (which theoretically 
can be created by having all three colors on at the same intensity) are not produced as 
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well. To compensate for this fact, a series of warm-white LEDs were included in the 
project. 
2. LED Thermal Management 
Even though LEDs are considered cool compared to normal light fixtures, high heat 
at the LEDs junction will dramatically reduce its life span. To ensure maximum usage 
of LEDs it is important to make sure there is adequate thermal management.  
Power Dissipated 
Using the values found in Table III it is a simple calculation to find that the maximum 
power of all the LEDs is 39.6 watts. 
 
 Red Green Blue (Royal) White (Warm) 
Forward Voltage (Typical) 2.1 V 3.2 V 3.2 V 3.2 V 
Current (Max) 700mA 700mA 700mA 700mA 
Table III: LED Power Ratings 
Pd = 4 (2.4 V + 3.6 V + 3.6 V + 3.6 V) * 700 mA = 36.96 W 
 
This power measurement is over-sized as it assumes that all the power distributed to 
the LED array will be in the form of heat loss, when in fact some will be distributed 
as light output. The calculations below solve for the need thermal resistance of the 
heat sink, RB-A, with the given thermal resistances of the junction and slug. A diagram 
of the LED thermally related components can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Thermal Resistances 
RJ-S  = 10° C/W 
RS-B = 5° C/W 
 
The Total Array Thermal Resistance is then 
calculated as the sum of the thermal resistances 
divided by the number of LEDs on the printed circuit board.  
 𝑅!!! = (!!!!! !!!!)!"#$%& !" !"#$  =(!"° !! ! !° !!)!"  = .93° C/W 
Temperatures 
To find the difference of how much heat needed to be dissipated to prevent the LED 
from getting hotter then the maximum specified junction temperature, the calculations 
were initially done for an Ambient Room Temperature of 25° C (77°F), and then 
repeated for a more extreme condition where the Room Temperature was 40° C 
(104°F). 
Maximum TJunction = TJ =135° C 
Ambient TA = 25° C = 77° F 
High TA = 40° C = 104° F 
 
Calculating RB-A 
The equation TJ = TA + (Pd)( RJJ-A) can be rearranged as such: 
RB-A = (TJ – TA)/ Pd – Total Array RJ-B 
          = (135° C – TA)/36.96 W – .93° C/W 
Using a standard ambient temperature of 25° C we calculate RB-A = 2.05° C/W, 
however on a hotter day we calculate the needed RB-A = 1.64° C/W [2]. With this 
value, a heat sink that would adequately absorb heat away from the LED junction 
increasing its operational life was identified. 
Figure 2: LED Diagram with Heat Sink 
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B. Fixture Manufacturing 
The primary reason for choosing the Avago LEDs was manufacturing considerations. 
Because of limitations in the number of methods of surface mount soldering 
available; an LED package that I would be able to solder on to a printed circuit board 
(PCB) with the available tools was selected. This decision combined with the 
aforementioned design considerations led to final selection to use the Avago ASMT-
Ax3x LED series. 
Since the project used surface mount LEDs, the choice was made to design a custom 
PCB. Designing a custom PCB also allowed for a more elegant approach to thermal 
management. Thermal-vias were drilled under each LED connecting to a large 
exposed copper area that was then affixed to a large heat sink (that was selected based 
on its thermal resistance). 
The routing of the traces was designed using free software called PCBArtist, and 
fabricated by Advanced Circuits. The custom designed PCB required two layers of 
copper both for thermal management purposes, as well as the routing between colors. 
Because the LEDs had a random arrangement to prevent distinct colored shadows, the 
routing became quite complicated. The final PCB design can be seen in Appendix E 
as well as Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Printed Circuit Board Design 
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C. Architecture for Control Networks 
E1.17-2006 “Architecture for Control Networks” (ACN) consists of a 
suite of protocols and languages which may be configured and 
combined with other standard protocols in a number of ways to form 
flexible networked control systems. 
-ANSI E1.17-2006 ACN Architecture 
The suggested method to transport ACN is to use an Ethernet cable and transport 
protocols established by the Internet Protocol. The different layers of ACN delivery 
are specified in Table IV. To be able to properly communicate in ACN I had to both 
understand the delivery methods of User Data Protocol, and how to process the 
Ethernet packets. 
1. User Data Protocol/Internet Protocol 
User Data Protocol (UDP) was the transport layer chosen 
to send the ACN payloads to the microcontroller. (Each 
layer of networking over the Ethernet is specified in IV.) 
In order for a computer to correctly communicate with 
my networking device, my device not only had to know 
how to handle UDP packets but an initial Address 
Resolution Protocol (ARP) packet. ARP is used by the 
server to identify the correct MAC address to associate with the given Internet 
Protocol (IP) address. The server, when trying to send a message to an IP Address, if 
it does not know the associated MAC address, will send out a broadcast message 
  Link Layer 
Media Access Control (MAC) 
Internet Layer 
IPv4 
Transport Layer 
User Data Protocol 
Application Layer 
 E1.17 A.C.N.  
Table IV: IP Suite Layer Specifications 
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requesting a response from the given IP Address. The device with the matching IP 
address will respond specifying both its IP and MAC addresses. A standard ARP 
packet can be seen in Table V [7]. 
Internet Protocol (IPv4) over Ethernet ARP packet 
bit 
offset 0 – 7 8 – 15 
0 Hardware type (HTYPE) 
16 Protocol type (PTYPE) 
32 Hardware address length (HLEN) Protocol address length (PLEN) 
48 Operation (OPER) 
64 Sender hardware address (SHA) (first 16 bits) 
80 (next 16 bits) 
96 (last 16 bits) 
112 Sender protocol address (SPA) (first 16 bits) 
128 (last 16 bits) 
144 Target hardware address (THA) (first 16 bits) 
160 (next 16 bits) 
176 (last 16 bits) 
192 Target protocol address (TPA) (first 16 bits) 
208 (last 16 bits) 
Table V: ARP Packet 
Each UDP packet can be broken down into 5 parts as seen in Table VI [8]. 
bits 0-15 16-31 
0 Source Port Number Destination Port Number 
32 Length Checksum 
64 Data 
Table VI: UDP Packet 
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2. ENC28J60 
To handle the Ethernet packets and read the payloads the project used Microchip’s 
ENC28J60 on a development breakout board manufactured by SparkFun. This was 
IEEE802.3 compatible and would store the Ethernet packets in and 8Kbyte 
transmit/receive SRAM buffer. The packet information was the accessible via a Serial 
Peripheral Interface (SPI). 
The chip has a specific initialization process in order to read the desired type of 
packets, as well as having many features not implemented in this project. The 
procedure to initialize the ENC28J60 is as follows: 
1. Program receives buffer pointers. 
2. Program desired receive filters 
3. Program media access control (MAC) registers 
4. Program physical layer (PHY) registers 
Once properly initialized the microprocessor could read/send Ethernet packets by 
simply reading or writing to the memory buffer [1] [5]. 
3. ACN Architecture 
ACN is a set or protocols that specify the ways in which you communicate between 
ACN components. Messages are transmitted using nested Protocol Data Units (PDU), 
and Session Data Transport (SDT), which can provide reliability, online status and 
management of groups of devices. SDT is used to initialize connections between 
devices and communicates the information of what component the specific PDU is 
intended for. Device Management Protocol (DMP) is used to set or read the various 
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properties of the ACN fixture using address-data pairs. All DMP and SDT messages 
are packed in individual PDUs using the common PDU format. This relationship is 
shown well in Figure 6. SDT and DMP are then transmitted using UDP over Ethernet. 
New devices coming online can be initially discovered using Service Location 
Protocol (SLP) and their specific functionality is then analyzed and configured using 
Device Description Language (DDL), which is a method of characterizing all of the 
properties of the component. My project consisted of only DMP and SDT protocols 
within the ACN protocol suite. Figure 4 illustrates how the different protocols interact 
[4] [6]. 
 
Figure 4: ACN Module 
An ACN Component is a distinct endpoint transmitting and receiving ACN data. 
Every ACN component shall be identified by a Component identifier (CID) that is 
unique across space and time. 
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PDUs are broken up in to parts. The first part is flags 
that indicate whether or not each component of the 
PDU will be included. Then the length of the entire 
PDU is stated, then a vector specifying the protocol or 
message type, followed by a header that can contain 
the CID or the address type information, and finally 
the data that is sent as address data pairs. Figure 5 
shows the basic structure of a single PDU. While 
Figure 6 shows how PDU’s are nested while using 
multiple protocols [6]. 
The two protocols used in this application are SDT and DMP. SDT is used to 
communicate the CID, while DMP is used to communicate the instruction of setting 
the properties of the ACN device, and then relaying the information in address/data 
Figure 5: PDU Layout 
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pairs in the DMP PDU data section [6]. 
 
 
D. Microprocessor: ATmega32A 
The main microprocessor used in this project was AVR’s ATmega32A. This chip was 
initially chosen because of considerable experience developing projects with it from 
past courses, but it also provided the exact tools needed (specifically 4 channels of 
Figure 6: Example of PDU Nest 
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PWM and SPI connections) for this project. Admittedly, other options for 
microcontrollers was not very thoroughly explored, due to the availability and prior 
experience with the ATmega32A. Alternate options could have included an Arduino 
Mega or the PIC 18F4620. 
To generate the four channels of PWM all three timers were used in Fast PWM 
Mode. As seen in Figure 7, the microprocessor generated a PWM signal using a timer 
by setting an output compare register. When TCNTn (the timer counter) reaches the 
value stored in the compare register it pulls OCn low, until the beginning of the next 
period. By changing the value stored in the output compare register one can adjust the 
duty cycle of the PWM waveform, and thus the intensity of the LEDs [3]. 
 
 
Figure 7: Fast PWM Generation using TimerX 
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The other interface with the ATmega32A, was through its serial peripheral interface 
(SPI) port to communicate with the ENC28J60. The SPI port was used to initialize 
and transfer all data between the ENC28J60 and the ATmega32A. 
E. Power 
Varying the current in each channel of LEDs is used to control the intensity of the 
LEDs. To achieve this a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal was sent to a 
Quadruple H-Bridge circuit that would step up the signal to the necessary voltage (12 
V) [9]. Other options that were explored to power the LEDs include an LM317 
Voltage Regulator, which had a 1.5A maximum output. Four of these would have 
been used to create the high input voltage and then a power MOSFET would have 
created the higher voltage PWM signal. But due the facts that it was surface mount 
was not selected. The other option that was explored was the Buck Puck 3021 which 
would provide the necessary voltage and current, as well as several methods for 
creating the desired PWM signal, but because of its higher cost of $14.99 per device 
(four are needed) made it less attractive than the H-Bridge circuit that was eventually 
chose and received for free from Texas Instruments. 
F. Software 
There were two software components for this project: the software loaded on the 
ATmega32A, and a graphical user interface (GUI) computer program, which sends 
ACN packets to control the light fixture. All of the code written or modified for this 
project appears in Appendix F. 
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The ATmega32A software was developed in AVR Studio 4 and was written in C. 
Several files in the standard AVR LibC were used in the implementation of the 
software. The main file first initializes the timers to generate PWM signals, and then 
initializes the SPI port and the ENC28J60 development board. The program then 
enters an infinite while loop that searches for new Ethernet packets and analyzes them 
accordingly. There are three main paths in this loop: no new packet, an ARP request, 
which is followed with an ARP reply, and a valid UDP packet transmitting UDP. 
These three options can be seen in the program flowchart seen in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8: Program Flowchart 
The complete code for the main file of this project can be found in Appendix F. 
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The GUI computer program was developed in JGrasp and was written in Java using 
the standard Java Library. Java was chosen as the language of choice to have the 
interface written in because it could create a GUI that would be easy for a user to 
control the light with. The java standard library also includes a series of classes for 
networking. This allowed the java virtual machine to act either as a host or a server 
for the packet transfer. The program had sliders representing each color, on a GUI 
application along with an area that would change colors to the approximate color that 
the LEDs would change too. Finally a send button was added to send the values as an 
ACN command to the ENC28J60. Figure 9 shows how the program appears when 
running on a Windows XP machine.
 
Figure 9: Java GUI Application 
Towards the final days of the development of this project, the decision was made to 
program a more exciting demonstration of the product. Another GUI was coded that 
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would play an MP3 file when the user pressed a button, and then based on the time 
from when the song began playing would send ACN commands to the light fixture to 
change the color and intensity. While this was made the demo of the project 
considerably more exciting, it was also a great demonstration of how once ACN 
products are developed, how easy it is to control. As the program to play the music 
files with synchronized light cues, and the light design itself was done in just two 
days. 
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V. Test Plans 
 
Testing for this project occurred in many stages: LED fixture testing, H-Bridge 
testing, UDP transmission testing (from computer to computer), ENC28J60 
initialization testing, PWM testing, and finally full system testing. 
The LED fixture was fairly straightforward to test with a bench power-supply. Each 
LED was tested individually once it was soldered on to the PCB, and then each string 
of LEDs was tested using the appropriate voltages. The only unexpected result in this 
test occurred was a result of the red strand of LEDs having their metal slugs non-
electrically isolated from the cathode pins. Because the design incorporates the metal 
slugs all being connected to share a common heat sink there were initial shorting 
problems. This was remedied by using electrically isolated thermal tape for the red 
LEDs. 
Then a Quadruple H-Bridge driver to was used to power and dim each LED channel 
using a PWM signal generated just by a bench function-generator to test that the 
dimming method would work as expected. 
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The testing of ACN was broken up in to several stages. The first thing tested was the 
ability to send IP packets from a laptop. To do this the code was developed that 
would be used to send packets to the microcontroller, as well as a simple print-all-
packet information program in Java, and then connected two computers together. 
Using this test method the abilities to read and write both TCP/IP and UDP/IP packets 
was confirmed. 
Then the ENC28J60 microcontroller that could both receive and transmit Ethernet 
packets and covert the information to and from and the SPI port was tested. 
Initializing and testing this component was by far the most challenging aspect of the 
project, as it required the most amount of research in to networking, an area where 
little background experience or knowledge was present. 
There is quite a bit of customizability of the ENC28J60, which requires a close 
reading of the datasheet as wells as a fair amount of searching online forums such as 
AVR freaks. To test if the ENC28J60 was receiving packets correctly several LED 
indicator lights connected to the ATmega32A were set to different settings 
representing different points of the code. Using this method debugging was achieved 
by being able to tell where the code was getting stuck.  
Once the ENC28J60 was working, all that was needed to do was set up the 
ATmega32A to read the packet of ACN payload. This turned in to just a light reading 
of the ACN payload, and because this application is limited in scope does not fully 
interpret all of the ACN payload information. Based on the address property pair 
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information of the ACN payload, the four compare registers were updated to adjust 
the PWM signal being outputted. This functionality was initially tested just using 
indicator LEDs. 
Now confident in the ability to achieve each piece working separately the entire 
system all connected was tested. Initially the high brightness LEDs always stayed on, 
but after discovering a common ground was not being shared throughout the project 
everything worked as expected. 
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VI. Development and Construction 
 
The physical construction of this project was fairly straightforward. The custom PCB 
was ordered online and came fully fabricated. Leaving the only real manufacturing 
duties left to soldering components using a standard Weller soldering iron. One 
unforeseen problem that occurred, was that unlike the green, blue, and white LEDs, 
the red LEDs metal slug on the bottom of the LED used for thermal heat transfer was 
not electrically isolated causing the red channel of LEDs to short out. The simple 
solution to this problem was to replace the thermal paste used beneath the metal slug 
with thermally conductive tape that would properly electrically isolate the slug. 
The rest of the components were either wired in breadboards or lightly soldered 
together (see Appendix D for complete Wire List), to achieve the final product. A 
complete list of parts and their associated costs can be found in Appendix B. 
The Gantt chart in Table VII shows what was worked on over the 20-week period, 
and is also shown in Appendix C. The chart makes evident that the majority of the 
time spent was on developing the ACN and the LED design part of the project. 
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week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
A
C
N
                     
LE
D
                     
SY
S                     
JA
V
A
                     
Table VII: Gantt Chart 
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VII. Integration and Test Results 
 
The user is able to adjust sliders on a Java GUI being run on a laptop, and send an 
ACN message over UDP to the Dyl-Light and have it respond to the desired settings. 
The user also has the option of sending a fade time to the light fixture, and have the 
fixture fade from the previous color to the desired color over the specified time. 
Fading between different light levels appeared pretty fluid unless you were fading 
different amounts on different colors (fading Red@50% and Green@75% to 
Red@100% and Green@100% wouldn’t fade as smoothly) this is likely the result of 
doing integer division with the microprocessor. 
The red LEDs run a little bit brighter, and the white and green LEDs run the dimmest, 
but overall it works exactly as it was designed to! A video demonstration of the 
project can be found at http://dylanpavelko.com/engineering/seniorproject.php.  
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VIII. Conclusion 
 
The resulting product may be limited in scope, but is proof that the project, and ACN 
fixtures, can work. It is also something that no one in industry currently has 
developed to the point where they have a commercially available product. Making my 
project the first ACN-capable lighting fixture in existence, to my knowledge. To 
design a fixture that takes full advantage of ACN could take many years, and with 
any luck, I’ll have the opportunity to do just that in my career! 
Designing and building the Dyl-Light was a really invaluable experience, and hands 
down the most educational experience I’ve had while at Cal Poly. Both because of the 
number of new technologies I learned in order to implement the project, but also the 
number of courses I found myself relying upon. Without the knowledge I acquired 
from the courses I’ve taken at Cal Poly, I wouldn’t have had the skills, and abilities to 
complete such a project. 
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Appendix A: Specifications  
Control the intensity of the lighting fixture based on commands received using the 
suite of protocols specified by E1.17. 
Inputs: Device Requirements 
5V Power Supply Full Color Spectrum 
14V Power Supply High Luminosity 
Ethernet Cable carrying ACN payloads Easy to Use 
 Reasonable Cost 
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Appendix B: Parts List and Costs 
Binder + Dividers     Admin  $15.39 
2010ANSI E1.17:2006    ACN  $40.00 
16 Hi Power LEDS (4R4G4B4W)   LED  $77.84 
5-Pin PCB Male Header    LED  $0.22 
Mouser Tax & Shipping    Admin  $15.83 
Thermal Grease     LED  $9.85 
Heat Sinks (2)      LED  $17.22 
Printed Circuit Board - LED Array   LED  $33.00 
4PCB.com Tax & Shipping    Admin  $19.73 
Heat Sink Hardware (9 sets Nuts & Bolts)  LED  $6.39 
Miners Ace Tax     Admin  $0.56 
Ethernet-SPI Development Board   ACN  $34.95 
Thermal Tape      LED  $3.95 
Sparkfun Tax & Shipping    Admin  $4.41 
H-bridge      LED  Free 
Perforated PCB      LED  $3.19 
RadioShack Tax     Admin  $0.28 
Atmega32      System $5.36 
Poster Printing     Demo  $38.97 
Foam Board      Demo  $15.49 
Double Sided Tape     Demo  $5.79 
Staples Tax      Admin  $1.86 
Total          $350.28 
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Appendix C: Schedule – Time Estimates 
week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
A
C
N
                     
LE
D
                     
SY
S                     
JA
V
A
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Appendix D: Wire List 
Wire # TO Pin # Pin Name FROM Pin # Pin Name 
1 ENC28J60-kit 7 SS’ ATMega32 5 SS’ 
2 ENC28J60-kit 2 MOSI ATMega32 6 MOSI 
3 ENC28J60-kit 3 MISO ATMega32 7 MISO 
4 ENC28J60-kit 1 SCK ATMega32 8 SCK 
5 ENC28J60-kit 10 VCC STK500 N/A VCC 
6 ENC28J60-kit 9 GND STK500 N/A GND 
7 SN754410 4, 5, 
12,13 
GND STK500 N/A GND 
8 SN754410 2 1A STK500 4 OC0 
9 SN754410 7 2A STK500 18 OC1B 
10 SN754410 10 3A STK500 19 OC1A 
11 SN754410 15 4A STK500 21 OC2 
12 SN754410 1, 9 1,2EN;3,4EN STK500 N/A VCC 
13 Dyl-Light 2 Red SN754410 3 1Y 
24 Dyl-Light 3 Green SN754410 6 2Y 
15 Dyl-Light 4 Blue SN754410 3 3Y 
16 Dyl-Light 1 White SN754410 14 4Y 
17 Dyl-Light 5 GND SN754410 12 GND 
18 SN754410 8 Vcc2 Power 
Supply 
N/A N/A 
19 SN754410 16 Vcc1 STK500 N/A Vcc 
20 ENC28J60-kit N/A Ethernet Laptop N/A Ethernet 
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Appendix E: Printed Circuit Board Layout 
The Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design was done using free software called PCB 
Artist, which is available for download from http://www.4pcb.com. The circuit board 
is printed with two layers of copper (top=red, bottom=blue), 2 layers of solder mask, 
and 1 layer of silk-screen. 
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Appendix F: Program Listing 
File: main.c 
//Project: Dyl-Light 
//Engineer: Dylan Pavelko 
//Date: May 28, 2011 
 
#include <avr/io.h>  
#include "ip_arp_udp_tcp.h" 
#include "enc28j60.h" 
#include "timeout.h" 
#include "avr_compat.h" 
#include "net.h" 
 
void pwm_init(void); 
uint8_t step(int step, uint8_t cur); 
 
//Unique MAC and IP Addressses 
static uint8_t mymac[6] = {0x00,0x45,0xD9,0x83,0x00,0x23};  
static uint8_t myip[4] = {169,254,255,255}; 
 
// listen port for www 
#define MYWWWPORT 80 
//// listen port for udp 
#define MYUDPPORT 1200 
// 
 
#define BUFFER_SIZE 250 
static uint8_t buf[BUFFER_SIZE+1]; 
 
int main (void)  
{  
   uint16_t plen; 
   uint16_t dat_p; 
   uint8_t i=0; 
   uint8_t payloadlen=0; 
   uint8_t cur_redVal=0; 
   uint8_t cur_greenVal=0; 
   uint8_t cur_blueVal=0; 
   uint8_t cur_whiteVal=0; 
   uint8_t new_redVal=0; 
   uint8_t new_greenVal=0; 
   uint8_t new_blueVal=0; 
   uint8_t new_whiteVal=0; 
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   int delta_red=0; 
   int delta_green=0; 
   int delta_blue=0; 
   int delta_white=0; 
   int step_red=0; 
   int step_green=0; 
   int step_blue=0; 
   int step_white=0; 
   uint8_t fadeTimeCS=0; 
   uint8_t timePerStep=0; 
   uint8_t steps=0; 
   int t, s, c;    
 pwm_init(); 
    //initialize enc28j60 
    enc28j60Init(mymac); 
    enc28j60clkout(2); // change clkout from 6.25MHz to 12.5MHz 
    _delay_ms(10); 
 
 // Magjack leds configuration, see enc28j60 datasheet, page 11  
 // LEDA=greed LEDB=yellow 
 // 
 // 0x880 is PHLCON LEDB=on, LEDA=on 
 // enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0b0000 1000 1000 00 00); 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0x880); 
 _delay_ms(250); _delay_ms(250); 
 // 
 // 0x990 is PHLCON LEDB=off, LEDA=off 
 // enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0b0000 1001 1001 00 00); 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0x990); 
 _delay_ms(250); _delay_ms(250); 
 // 
 // 0x880 is PHLCON LEDB=on, LEDA=on 
 // enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0b0000 1000 1000 00 00); 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0x880); 
 _delay_ms(250); _delay_ms(250); 
 // 
 // 0x990 is PHLCON LEDB=off, LEDA=off 
 // enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0b0000 1001 1001 00 00); 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0x990); 
 _delay_ms(250); _delay_ms(250); 
 // 
    // 0x476 is PHLCON LEDA=links status, LEDB=receive/transmit 
    // enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0b0000 0100 0111 01 10); 
    enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON,0x476); 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON, PHLCON_LACFG3 | PHLCON_LACFG2 | 
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PHLCON_LACFG0 | PHLCON_LBCFG2 | 
  PHLCON_LBCFG0 | PHLCON_STRCH); //<--added line 
 _delay_ms(100); 
         
    //init the ethernet/ip layer: 
    init_ip_arp_udp_tcp(mymac,myip,80); 
 
 //Now that ENC28J60 is initialized check for packets, and do 
stuff 
 while(1) 
 { 
      // get the next new packet:           
  plen = enc28j60PacketReceive(BUFFER_SIZE, buf); 
  OCR2  = ~cur_redVal; 
  OCR0  = ~cur_greenVal; 
  OCR1A = ~cur_blueVal; 
  OCR1B = ~cur_whiteVal;   
        /*plen will ne unequal to zero if there is a valid  
        /* packet (without crc error) */ 
        if(plen==0) 
  { 
      continue; 
        } 
     
        // arp is broadcast if unknown but a host may also 
        // verify the mac address by sending it to  
        // a unicast address. 
        if(eth_type_is_arp_and_my_ip(buf,plen)) 
  { 
   make_arp_answer_from_request(buf); 
            continue; 
        } 
 
        // check if ip packets (icmp or udp) are for us: 
        if(eth_type_is_ip_and_my_ip(buf,plen)==0) 
  { 
   continue; 
        } 
 
        if(buf[IP_PROTO_P]==IP_PROTO_ICMP_V && 
buf[ICMP_TYPE_P]==ICMP_TYPE_ECHOREQUEST_V) 
  { 
            // a ping packet, let's send pong 
            make_echo_reply_from_request(buf,plen); 
            continue; 
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        } 
 
  // tcp port www start, compare only the lower byte 
        if 
(buf[IP_PROTO_P]==IP_PROTO_TCP_V&&buf[TCP_DST_PORT_H_P]==0&&buf[TCP_
DST_PORT_L_P]==MYWWWPORT) 
  { 
   if (buf[TCP_FLAGS_P] & TCP_FLAGS_SYN_V) 
   { 
                make_tcp_synack_from_syn(buf); 
                // make_tcp_synack_from_syn does already send the 
syn,ack 
                continue; 
            } 
 
            if (buf[TCP_FLAGS_P] & TCP_FLAGS_ACK_V) 
   { 
                init_len_info(buf); // init some data structures 
                // we can possibly have no data, just ack: 
                dat_p=get_tcp_data_pointer(); 
                if (dat_p==0) 
    { 
     if (buf[TCP_FLAGS_P] & TCP_FLAGS_FIN_V) 
     { 
      // finack, answer with ack 
      make_tcp_ack_from_any(buf); 
     } 
                    // just an ack with no data, wait for next 
packet 
                    continue; 
    } 
     
    make_tcp_ack_from_any(buf); // send ack for http 
get 
    make_tcp_ack_with_data(buf,plen); // send data 
    continue; 
   } 
        } 
 
        // udp interface: 
        if (buf[IP_PROTO_P]==IP_PROTO_UDP_V) 
  { 
   payloadlen=buf[UDP_LEN_L_P]-UDP_HEADER_LEN; 
   // the received command has to start with t and be 4 
char long 
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   // e.g "test\0"    
   if (buf[UDP_DATA_P]=='t' && payloadlen==5) 
   { 
   
 make_udp_reply_from_request(buf,"hello",6,MYUDPPORT); 
   } 
   if (buf[(UDP_DATA_P +3)]==0x44 && (buf[UDP_DATA_P + 
32]!=0x07)) 
   { 
    cur_redVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P + 25]; 
    cur_greenVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +27]; 
    cur_blueVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +29]; 
    cur_whiteVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +31]; 
   } 
   if (buf[(UDP_DATA_P +3)]==0x44 && (buf[UDP_DATA_P + 
32]==0x07)) 
   { 
    new_redVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P + 25]; 
    new_greenVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +27]; 
    new_blueVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +29]; 
    new_whiteVal = buf[UDP_DATA_P +31]; 
    fadeTimeCS = buf[UDP_DATA_P +33]; 
  
    delta_red = new_redVal - cur_redVal; 
    delta_green = new_greenVal - cur_greenVal; 
    delta_blue = new_blueVal - cur_blueVal; 
    delta_white = new_whiteVal - cur_whiteVal; 
  
    steps = delta_red; 
    if (delta_red < 0) 
    { 
     steps = -delta_red; 
    } 
    if ((steps < delta_green) || (steps < (-
delta_green))) 
    { 
     steps=delta_green; 
     if(delta_green<0) 
     { 
      steps=-delta_green; 
     } 
    } 
    if ((steps < delta_blue) || (steps < (-
delta_blue))) 
    { 
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     steps=delta_blue; 
     if(delta_blue<0) 
     { 
      steps=-delta_blue; 
     } 
    } 
    if ((steps < delta_white) || (steps < (-
delta_white))) 
    { 
     steps=delta_white; 
     if(delta_white<0) 
     { 
      steps=-delta_white; 
     } 
    } 
        
    timePerStep=fadeTimeCS / steps; 
 
    step_red = delta_red/steps; 
    step_green = delta_green/steps; 
    step_blue = delta_blue/steps; 
    step_white = delta_white/steps; 
        
    for(s=1; s< steps; s++) 
    { 
     cur_redVal = step(step_red, cur_redVal); 
     cur_greenVal = step(step_green, 
cur_greenVal);         
     cur_blueVal = step(step_blue, cur_blueVal); 
     cur_whiteVal = step(step_white, 
cur_whiteVal); 
     OCR2  = ~cur_redVal; 
     OCR0  = ~cur_greenVal; 
     OCR1A = ~cur_blueVal; 
     OCR1B = ~cur_whiteVal; 
     for(t=0; t < timePerStep; t++) 
     { 
      _delay_ms(10); 
     } 
 
    } 
    cur_redVal = new_redVal; 
    cur_greenVal = new_greenVal; 
    cur_blueVal = new_blueVal; 
    cur_whiteVal = new_whiteVal; 
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    OCR2  = ~cur_redVal; 
    OCR0  = ~cur_greenVal; 
    OCR1A = ~cur_blueVal; 
    OCR1B = ~cur_whiteVal; 
   } 
        } 
    } 
    return (0); 
} 
 
void pwm_init(void) 
{ 
//PWM INIT 
    DDRB |= (1 << DDB3); 
 DDRD |= (1 << DDD7); 
 DDRD |= (1 << DDD5); 
 DDRD |= (1 << DDD4); 
 
 OCR0  = 10; 
 OCR1A = 10; 
 OCR1B = 10; 
 OCR2  = 10; 
 
    TCCR0 |= (1 << COM01) | (1 << COM00); 
 TCCR1A=0x40; 
 TCCR2 |= (1 << COM01) | (1 << COM00); 
    // set none-inverting mode 
 
    TCCR0 |= (1 << WGM01) | (1 << WGM00); 
 TCCR1B=0x01; 
 TCCR2 |= (1 << WGM01) | (1 << WGM00); 
    // set fast PWM Mode 
 
 //enable output compare interrupt for OCR1A 
 TIMSK=0x10; 
 
    TCCR0 |= (1 << CS01) | (1 << CS00); 
 TCCR2 |= (1 << CS01) | (1 << CS00); 
    // set prescaler to 8 and starts PWM 
 
 TCCR1A |= (1<< COM1A1) | (1<< COM1B1) | (1<< COM1A0) |  
  (1<< COM1B0) | (1<< WGM10)| (1<< WGM11) ;// 10 bit PWM phase 
correct  
     TCCR1B |= (1<< CS10); // no prescaling  
     TCNT1 = 0x0000;  
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} 
 
uint8_t step(int step, uint8_t cur) 
{ 
 return (cur + step); 
} 
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File: enc28j60.c 
/********************************************* 
 * vim:sw=8:ts=8:si:et 
 * To use the above modeline in vim you must have "set modeline" in 
your .vimrc 
 * Author: Guido Socher  
 * Copyright: GPL V2 
 * http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html 
 * 
 * Based on the enc28j60.c file from the AVRlib library by Pascal 
Stang. 
 * For AVRlib See http://www.procyonengineering.com/ 
 * Used with explicit permission of Pascal Stang. 
 * 
 * Title: Microchip ENC28J60 Ethernet Interface Driver 
 * Chip type           : ATMEGA88 with ENC28J60 
 *********************************************/ 
#include <avr/io.h> 
#include "avr_compat.h" 
#include "enc28j60.h" 
// 
#define F_CPU 12500000UL  // 12.5 MHz 
#ifndef ALIBC_OLD 
#include <util/delay.h> 
#else 
#include <avr/delay.h> 
#endif 
 
 
static uint8_t Enc28j60Bank; 
static uint16_t gNextPacketPtr; 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_PORT   PORTB 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_DDR    DDRB 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_CS     4 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_SO PORTB6 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_SI PORTB5 
#define ENC28J60_CONTROL_SCK PORTB7 
// set CS to 0 = active 
#define CSACTIVE ENC28J60_CONTROL_PORT&=~(1<<ENC28J60_CONTROL_CS) 
// set CS to 1 = passive 
#define CSPASSIVE ENC28J60_CONTROL_PORT|=(1<<ENC28J60_CONTROL_CS) 
// 
#define waitspi() while(!(SPSR&(1<<SPIF))) 
 
uint8_t enc28j60ReadOp(uint8_t op, uint8_t address) 
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{ 
        CSACTIVE; 
        // issue read command 
        SPDR = op | (address & ADDR_MASK); 
        waitspi(); 
        // read data 
        SPDR = 0x00; 
        waitspi(); 
        // do dummy read if needed (for mac and mii, see datasheet 
page 29) 
        if(address & 0x80) 
        { 
                SPDR = 0x00; 
                waitspi(); 
        } 
        // release CS 
        CSPASSIVE; 
        return(SPDR); 
} 
 
void enc28j60WriteOp(uint8_t op, uint8_t address, uint8_t data) 
{ 
        CSACTIVE; 
        // issue write command 
        SPDR = op | (address & ADDR_MASK); 
        waitspi(); 
        // write data 
        SPDR = data; 
        waitspi(); 
        CSPASSIVE; 
} 
 
void enc28j60ReadBuffer(uint16_t len, uint8_t* data) 
{ 
        CSACTIVE; 
        // issue read command 
        SPDR = ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM; 
        waitspi(); 
        while(len) 
        { 
                len--; 
                // read data 
                SPDR = 0x00; 
                waitspi(); 
                *data = SPDR; 
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                data++; 
        } 
        *data='\0'; 
        CSPASSIVE; 
} 
 
void enc28j60WriteBuffer(uint16_t len, uint8_t* data) 
{ 
        CSACTIVE; 
        // issue write command 
        SPDR = ENC28J60_WRITE_BUF_MEM; 
        waitspi(); 
        while(len) 
        { 
                len--; 
                // write data 
                SPDR = *data; 
                data++; 
                waitspi(); 
        } 
        CSPASSIVE; 
} 
 
void enc28j60SetBank(uint8_t address) 
{ 
        // set the bank (if needed) 
        if((address & BANK_MASK) != Enc28j60Bank) 
        { 
                // set the bank 
                enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_CLR, ECON1, 
(ECON1_BSEL1|ECON1_BSEL0)); 
                enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, ECON1, 
(address & BANK_MASK)>>5); 
                Enc28j60Bank = (address & BANK_MASK); 
        } 
} 
 
uint8_t enc28j60Read(uint8_t address) 
{ 
        // set the bank 
        enc28j60SetBank(address); 
        // do the read 
        return enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_CTRL_REG, address); 
} 
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// read upper 8 bits 
uint16_t enc28j60PhyReadH(uint8_t address) 
{ 
 
 // Set the right address and start the register read operation 
 enc28j60Write(MIREGADR, address); 
 enc28j60Write(MICMD, MICMD_MIIRD); 
        _delay_us(15); 
 
 // wait until the PHY read completes 
 while(enc28j60Read(MISTAT) & MISTAT_BUSY); 
 
 // reset reading bit 
 enc28j60Write(MICMD, 0x00); 
  
 return (enc28j60Read(MIRDH)); 
} 
 
void enc28j60Write(uint8_t address, uint8_t data) 
{ 
        // set the bank 
        enc28j60SetBank(address); 
        // do the write 
        enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_WRITE_CTRL_REG, address, data); 
} 
 
void enc28j60PhyWrite(uint8_t address, uint16_t data) 
{ 
        // set the PHY register address 
        enc28j60Write(MIREGADR, address); 
        // write the PHY data 
        enc28j60Write(MIWRL, data); 
        enc28j60Write(MIWRH, data>>8); 
        // wait until the PHY write completes 
        while(enc28j60Read(MISTAT) & MISTAT_BUSY){ 
                _delay_us(15); 
        } 
} 
 
void enc28j60clkout(uint8_t clk) 
{ 
        //setup clkout: 2 is 12.5MHz: 
 enc28j60Write(ECOCON, clk & 0x7); 
} 
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void enc28j60Init(uint8_t* macaddr) 
{ 
 // initialize I/O 
        // ss as output: 
 ENC28J60_CONTROL_DDR |= 1<<ENC28J60_CONTROL_CS; 
 CSPASSIVE; // ss=0 
        //  
 ENC28J60_CONTROL_DDR  |= 1<<ENC28J60_CONTROL_SI | 
1<<ENC28J60_CONTROL_SCK; // mosi, sck output 
 cbi(ENC28J60_CONTROL_DDR,ENC28J60_CONTROL_SO); // MISO is input 
        // 
        cbi(ENC28J60_CONTROL_PORT,ENC28J60_CONTROL_SI); // MOSI low 
        cbi(ENC28J60_CONTROL_PORT,ENC28J60_CONTROL_SCK); // SCK low 
 // 
 // initialize SPI interface 
 // master mode and Fosc/2 clock: 
        SPCR = (1<<SPE)|(1<<MSTR); 
        SPSR |= (1<<SPI2X); 
 // perform system reset 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_SOFT_RESET, 0, ENC28J60_SOFT_RESET); 
        _delay_loop_1(205); // 50ms 
 // check CLKRDY bit to see if reset is complete 
        // The CLKRDY does not work. See Rev. B4 Silicon Errata 
point. Just wait. 
 //while(!(enc28j60Read(ESTAT) & ESTAT_CLKRDY)); 
 // do bank 0 stuff 
 // initialize receive buffer 
 // 16-bit transfers, must write low byte first 
 // set receive buffer start address 
 gNextPacketPtr = RXSTART_INIT; 
        // Rx start 
 enc28j60Write(ERXSTL, RXSTART_INIT&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(ERXSTH, RXSTART_INIT>>8); 
 // set receive pointer address 
 enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTL, RXSTART_INIT&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTH, RXSTART_INIT>>8); 
  
 enc28j60Write(ERXWRPTL, RXSTART_INIT&0xFF); //<----new code line 
 enc28j60Write(ERXWRPTH, RXSTART_INIT>>8); //<----new code line 
  
 // RX end 
 enc28j60Write(ERXNDL, RXSTOP_INIT&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(ERXNDH, RXSTOP_INIT>>8); 
 // TX start 
 enc28j60Write(ETXSTL, TXSTART_INIT&0xFF); 
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 enc28j60Write(ETXSTH, TXSTART_INIT>>8); 
 // TX end 
 enc28j60Write(ETXNDL, TXSTOP_INIT&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(ETXNDH, TXSTOP_INIT>>8); 
 // do bank 1 stuff, packet filter: 
        // For broadcast packets we allow only ARP packtets 
        // All other packets should be unicast only for our mac 
(MAADR) 
        // 
        // The pattern to match on is therefore 
        // Type     ETH.DST 
        // ARP      BROADCAST 
        // 06 08 -- ff ff ff ff ff ff -> ip checksum for theses 
bytes=f7f9 
        // in binary these poitions are:11 0000 0011 1111 
        // This is hex 303F->EPMM0=0x3f,EPMM1=0x30 
 enc28j60Write(ERXFCON, ERXFCON_UCEN|ERXFCON_CRCEN|ERXFCON_BCEN); 
//BCEN use to be PMEN 
 //enc28j60Write(EPMM0, 0x3f); 
 //enc28j60Write(EPMM1, 0x30); 
 //enc28j60Write(EPMCSL, 0xf9); 
 //enc28j60Write(EPMCSH, 0xf7); 
        // 
        // 
 // do bank 2 stuff 
 // enable MAC receive 
 enc28j60Write(MACON1, 
MACON1_MARXEN|MACON1_TXPAUS|MACON1_RXPAUS); 
 // bring MAC out of reset 
 enc28j60Write(MACON2, 0x00); 
 // enable automatic padding to 60bytes and CRC operations 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, MACON3, 
MACON3_PADCFG0|MACON3_PADCFG1| 
  MACON3_PADCFG2|MACON3_TXCRCEN|MACON3_FRMLNEN|MACON3_FULDPX); 
 // set inter-frame gap (non-back-to-back) 
 enc28j60Write(MAIPGL, 0x12); 
// enc28j60Write(MAIPGH, 0x0C); 
 // set inter-frame gap (back-to-back) 
 enc28j60Write(MABBIPG, 0x15);//<---use to be 12 
 // Set the maximum packet size which the controller will accept 
        // Do not send packets longer than MAX_FRAMELEN: 
 enc28j60Write(MAMXFLL, 0xee);    // 
 MAX_FRAMELEN&0xFF);  
 enc28j60Write(MAMXFLH, 0x05);    // 
 MAX_FRAMELEN>>8); 
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 // do bank 3 stuff 
        // write MAC address 
        // NOTE: MAC address in ENC28J60 is byte-backward 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR5, macaddr[0]); 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR4, macaddr[1]); 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR3, macaddr[2]); 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR2, macaddr[3]); 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR1, macaddr[4]); 
        enc28j60Write(MAADR0, macaddr[5]); 
 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHLCON, PHLCON_LACFG3 | PHLCON_LACFG2 | 
PHLCON_LACFG0 | PHLCON_LBCFG2 | 
  PHLCON_LBCFG0 | PHLCON_STRCH); //<--added line 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHCON1, PHCON1_PDPXMD); //<--added line 
 // no loopback of transmitted frames 
 enc28j60PhyWrite(PHCON2, PHCON2_HDLDIS); 
 // switch to bank 0 
 enc28j60SetBank(ECON1); 
 // enable interrutps 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, EIE, 
EIE_INTIE|EIE_PKTIE); 
 // enable packet reception 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, ECON2, ECON2_AUTOINC); 
///<--New line of code 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, ECON1, ECON1_RXEN); 
} 
 
// read the revision of the chip: 
uint8_t enc28j60getrev(void) 
{ 
 return(enc28j60Read(EREVID)); 
} 
 
// link status 
uint8_t enc28j60linkup(void) 
{ 
        // bit 10 (= bit 3 in upper reg) 
 return(enc28j60PhyReadH(PHSTAT2) && 4); 
} 
 
void enc28j60PacketSend(uint16_t len, uint8_t* packet) 
{ 
        // Check no transmit in progress 
        while (enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_CTRL_REG, ECON1) & 
ECON1_TXRTS) 
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        { 
                // Reset the transmit logic problem. See Rev. B4 
Silicon Errata point 12. 
                if( (enc28j60Read(EIR) & EIR_TXERIF) ) { 
                        enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, 
ECON1, ECON1_TXRST); 
                        enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_CLR, 
ECON1, ECON1_TXRST); 
                } 
        } 
 // Set the write pointer to start of transmit buffer area 
 enc28j60Write(EWRPTL, TXSTART_INIT&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(EWRPTH, TXSTART_INIT>>8); 
 // Set the TXND pointer to correspond to the packet size given 
 enc28j60Write(ETXNDL, (TXSTART_INIT+len)&0xFF); 
 enc28j60Write(ETXNDH, (TXSTART_INIT+len)>>8); 
 // write per-packet control byte (0x00 means use macon3 
settings) 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_WRITE_BUF_MEM, 0, 0x00); 
 // copy the packet into the transmit buffer 
 enc28j60WriteBuffer(len, packet); 
 // send the contents of the transmit buffer onto the network 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, ECON1, ECON1_TXRTS); 
} 
 
// just probe if there might be a packet 
uint8_t enc28j60hasRxPkt(void) 
{ 
 if( enc28j60Read(EPKTCNT) ==0 ){ 
  return(0); 
        } 
        return(1); 
} 
 
// Gets a packet from the network receive buffer, if one is 
available. 
// The packet will by headed by an ethernet header. 
//      maxlen  The maximum acceptable length of a retrieved packet. 
//      packet  Pointer where packet data should be stored. 
// Returns: Packet length in bytes if a packet was retrieved, zero 
otherwise. 
uint16_t enc28j60PacketReceive(uint16_t maxlen, uint8_t* packet) 
{ 
 uint16_t rxstat; 
 uint16_t len; 
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 // check if a packet has been received and buffered 
 //if( !(enc28j60Read(EIR) & EIR_PKTIF) ){ 
        // The above does not work. See Rev. B4 Silicon Errata point 
6. 
 if( enc28j60Read(EPKTCNT) ==0 ){ 
  return(0); 
        } 
 // Set the read pointer to the start of the received packet 
 enc28j60Write(ERDPTL, (gNextPacketPtr &0xFF)); 
 enc28j60Write(ERDPTH, (gNextPacketPtr)>>8); 
 // read the next packet pointer 
 gNextPacketPtr  = enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 0); 
 gNextPacketPtr |= enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 0)<<8; 
 // read the packet length (see datasheet page 43) 
 len  = enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 0); 
 len |= enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 0)<<8; 
        len-=4; //remove the CRC count 
 // read the receive status (see datasheet page 43) 
 rxstat  = enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 0); 
 rxstat |= ((uint16_t)enc28j60ReadOp(ENC28J60_READ_BUF_MEM, 
0))<<8; 
 // limit retrieve length 
        if (len>maxlen-1){ 
                len=maxlen-1; 
        } 
        // check CRC and symbol errors (see datasheet page 44, table 
7-3): 
        // The ERXFCON.CRCEN is set by default. Normally we should 
not 
        // need to check this. 
        if ((rxstat & 0x80)==0){ 
                // invalid 
                len=0; 
        }else{ 
                // copy the packet from the receive buffer 
                enc28j60ReadBuffer(len, packet); 
        } 
 // Move the RX read pointer to the start of the next received 
packet 
 // This frees the memory we just read out 
 enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTL, (gNextPacketPtr &0xFF)); 
 enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTH, (gNextPacketPtr)>>8); 
        // Move the RX read pointer to the start of the next 
received packet 
        // This frees the memory we just read out. 
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        // However, compensate for the errata point 13, rev B4: 
enver write an even address! 
        if ((gNextPacketPtr - 1 < RXSTART_INIT) 
                || (gNextPacketPtr -1 > RXSTOP_INIT)) { 
                enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTL, (RXSTOP_INIT)&0xFF); 
                enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTH, (RXSTOP_INIT)>>8); 
        } else { 
                enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTL, (gNextPacketPtr-1)&0xFF); 
                enc28j60Write(ERXRDPTH, (gNextPacketPtr-1)>>8); 
        } 
 // decrement the packet counter indicate we are done with this 
packet 
 enc28j60WriteOp(ENC28J60_BIT_FIELD_SET, ECON2, ECON2_PKTDEC); 
 return(len); 
} 
 
 
ACNDriver.java 
/** 
 * 
 * @author Dylan Pavelko 
 * @version Dyl-Light Project 
 * @version 0.01 
 */ 
import javax.swing.JFrame; 
 
public class ACNDriver 
{ 
   /** 
    */ 
   public static void main(String[] args) 
   { 
      ACNFrame frame = new ACNFrame(); 
      frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); 
      frame.setVisible(true); 
   } 
} 
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ACNFrame.java 
import java.awt.*; 
import javax.swing.*; 
import javax.swing.event.*; 
import java.awt.event.*; 
import java.io.*;   
import java.net.*;  
 
class ACNFrame extends JFrame 
{ 
   private JPanel colorPanel; 
   private JSlider redSlider, greenSlider, blueSlider, whiteSlider; 
    
   JTextField redVal=new JTextField(1); 
   JTextField greenVal=new JTextField(1); 
   JTextField blueVal=new JTextField(1); 
   JTextField whiteVal=new JTextField(1); 
    
   public ACNFrame() 
   { 
      colorPanel = new JPanel(); 
      colorPanel.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(300, 100)); 
      getContentPane().add(colorPanel, BorderLayout.CENTER); 
      createControlPanel(); 
      setSampleColor(); 
      pack(); 
   } 
   public void createControlPanel() 
   { 
      class ColorListener implements ChangeListener 
      { 
         public void stateChanged(ChangeEvent event) 
         { 
            setSampleColor(); 
         } 
      } 
    
    
      ChangeListener listener = new ColorListener(); 
    
      redSlider = new JSlider(0, 255, 100); 
      redSlider.addChangeListener(listener); 
    
      greenSlider = new JSlider(0, 255, 100); 
      greenSlider.addChangeListener(listener);    
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      blueSlider = new JSlider(0, 255, 100); 
      blueSlider.addChangeListener(listener); 
       
      whiteSlider = new JSlider(0, 255, 100); 
      whiteSlider.addChangeListener(listener); 
       
      JPanel controlPanel = new JPanel(); 
      controlPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(6,3)); 
    
      controlPanel.add(new JLabel("Red", SwingConstants.RIGHT)); 
      controlPanel.add(redSlider); 
    
      redVal.setEditable(false); 
      controlPanel.add(redVal); 
    
      controlPanel.add(new JLabel("Green", SwingConstants.RIGHT)); 
      controlPanel.add(greenSlider);   
    
      greenVal.setEditable(false); 
      controlPanel.add(greenVal); 
    
      controlPanel.add(new JLabel("Blue", SwingConstants.RIGHT)); 
      controlPanel.add(blueSlider); 
    
   //   blueVal.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(15,1)); 
      blueVal.setEditable(false); 
      controlPanel.add(blueVal); 
 
      controlPanel.add(new JLabel("White", SwingConstants.RIGHT)); 
      controlPanel.add(whiteSlider);   
    
      greenVal.setEditable(false); 
      controlPanel.add(greenVal); 
    
      JButton send=new JButton("SEND"); 
      send.addMouseListener(new MyMouseListener()); 
      controlPanel.add(send); 
    
      getContentPane().add(controlPanel, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
   } 
    
   public void setSampleColor() 
   { 
      //Read the slider values... 
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      float red=0.0039F * redSlider.getValue(); 
      float green=0.0039F * greenSlider.getValue(); 
      float blue=0.0039F * blueSlider.getValue(); 
      float white=0.0039F * whiteSlider.getValue(); 
       
      redVal.setText("" + redSlider.getValue()); 
      greenVal.setText("" + greenSlider.getValue()); 
      blueVal.setText("" + blueSlider.getValue()); 
      whiteVal.setText("" + whiteSlider.getValue()); 
       
      //Set the panel background color 
      colorPanel.setBackground(new Color(red, green, blue)); 
      colorPanel.repaint(); 
   } 
    
   private class MyMouseListener implements MouseListener 
 { 
      public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
  public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
  public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
  public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
 
      public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) 
    { 
     JButton b =(JButton)e.getSource(); 
     String coin =b.getText(); 
     if (coin.equals("SEND")) 
     { 
      //blueVal.setText("Red is " + 
redSlider.getValue()); 
            UDPSend(); 
       } 
      } 
 } 
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   public void UDPSend()    
    {   
        try    
        {               
           byte[] message = new byte[32];      
           message[0]=intToByte(112);  //Flags + LenthH 
           message[1]=intToByte(33);   //LengthL 
           message[2]=intToByte(1);    //Vector- Protocol:SDT 
           message[3]=intToByte(68);  //Header Source CID 
           message[4]=intToByte(89); 
           message[5]=intToByte(76); 
           message[6]=intToByte(45); 
           message[7]=intToByte(76); 
           message[8]=intToByte(73); 
           message[9]=intToByte(71); 
           message[10]=intToByte(72); 
           message[11]=intToByte(84); 
           message[12]=intToByte(0); 
           message[13]=intToByte(0); 
           message[14]=intToByte(0); 
           message[15]=intToByte(0); 
           message[16]=intToByte(0); 
           message[17]=intToByte(0); 
           message[18]=intToByte(1); 
           message[19]=intToByte(0);    //Vector: MID 
           message[20]=intToByte(1); 
           message[21]=intToByte(2);    //Header-Protocol: DMP 
           message[22]=intToByte(2);    //Vector: Set Property 
           message[23]=intToByte(0);    //Header: Address Sizing 
           message[24]=intToByte(1);    //Property Address: 1=Red 
           message[25]=intToByte(redSlider.getValue()); 
           message[26]=intToByte(2);     //Property Address: 2=Green 
           message[27]=intToByte(greenSlider.getValue()); 
           message[28]=intToByte(3);     //Property Address: 3=Blue 
           message[29]=intToByte(blueSlider.getValue()); 
           message[30]=intToByte(4);  
           message[31]=intToByte(whiteSlider.getValue());  
          // message = msg.getBytes();   
   
            InetAddress address = 
InetAddress.getByName("169.254.255.255");   
            int port = 5001;   
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            // Initialize a datagram packet with data and address   
            DatagramPacket packet = new DatagramPacket(message,    
                                                       
message.length,   
                               address,    
                               port   
                               );          
            // Create a datagram socket, send the packet through it, 
close it.   
            DatagramSocket dsocket = new DatagramSocket();   
            dsocket.send(packet);   
            dsocket.close();   
        }   
        catch (Exception e)    
        {   
            System.err.println(e);   
        }   
    }// end of main   
     
    static byte intToByte(int Integer) 
    { 
      return (byte)Integer; 
    }   
} 
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MediaPlayer.java 
import java.awt.BorderLayout;  
import java.awt.Color;  
import java.awt.Component;  
import java.awt.Container;  
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;  
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;  
import java.awt.event.WindowAdapter;  
import java.awt.event.WindowEvent;  
import java.io.File;  
 
import javax.media.ControllerEvent;  
import javax.media.ControllerListener;  
import javax.media.Manager;  
import javax.media.Player;  
import javax.media.RealizeCompleteEvent;  
import javax.swing.JButton;  
import javax.swing.JFileChooser;  
import javax.swing.JFrame;  
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;  
 
import java.net.*;  
 
import java.lang.InterruptedException; 
 
public class MediaPlayer extends JFrame {  
    private Player player;  
 
    private File file;  
    private long startT; 
    private String song; 
    JButton stop = new JButton("STOP");  
    JButton journey = new JButton("Don't Stop Believing"); 
    JButton color = new JButton("World of Color"); 
    JButton olympics = new JButton("Olympics Theme"); 
    int stopped=0; 
 
 
    public MediaPlayerDemo() {  
        super("Dyl-Light Music Player");  
 
      
        stop.setEnabled(false); 
        stop.addActionListener(new ActionListener(){ 
            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {  
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                removePreviousPlayer(); 
                journey.setEnabled(true); 
                color.setEnabled(true); 
                stop.setEnabled(false); 
                olympics.setEnabled(true); 
                nextCue(0,0,0,0,0,0,startT); 
                System.exit(0); 
               
              
        } 
           });  
        journey.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {  
            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {  
                song="Journey"; 
                stopped=0; 
                openFile();  
                createPlayer();  
                journey.setEnabled(false); 
                olympics.setEnabled(false); 
                color.setEnabled(false); 
                stop.setEnabled(true); 
            }  
        });  
        olympics.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {  
            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {  
                song="olympics"; 
                stopped=0; 
                openFile();  
                createPlayer();  
                journey.setEnabled(false); 
                color.setEnabled(false); 
                olympics.setEnabled(false); 
                stop.setEnabled(true); 
            }  
        });  
        color.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {  
            public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {  
                stopped=0; 
                song="color"; 
                openFile();  
                createPlayer();  
                journey.setEnabled(false); 
                olympics.setEnabled(false); 
                color.setEnabled(false); 
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                stop.setEnabled(true); 
            }  
        });  
      
                  
        getContentPane().add(journey, BorderLayout.NORTH);  
        getContentPane().add(color, BorderLayout.EAST);  
        getContentPane().add(olympics, BorderLayout.WEST); 
        getContentPane().add(stop, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
        setSize(300, 110);  
        show();  
    }  
 
    private void openFile() {  
        //JFileChooser fileChooser = new JFileChooser();  
 
        //fileChooser.setFileSelectionMode(JFileChooser.FILES_ONLY);  
        //int result = fileChooser.showOpenDialog(this);  
 
        // user clicked Cancel button on dialog  
        //if (result == JFileChooser.CANCEL_OPTION)  
        //    file = null;  
        //else  
        if (song.equals("Journey")) 
        { 
            file = new File("C://Journey.mp3");  
        } 
        else if(song.equals("color")) 
        { 
            file = new File("C://color.mp3");  
        } 
        else if(song.equals("olympics")) 
        { 
            file = new File("C://olympic.mp3");  
        } 
             
    }  
 
    private void createPlayer() {  
        if (file == null)  
            return;  
 
        removePreviousPlayer();  
 
        try {  
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            // create a new player and add listener  
            player = Manager.createPlayer(file.toURL());  
            player.addControllerListener(new EventHandler());  
            startT=System.currentTimeMillis(); 
            player.start(); // start player  
            nextCue(0,0,0,0,0,0,startT); 
        } catch (Exception e) {  
            JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this, "Invalid file or 
location",  
                    "Error loading file", 
JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE);  
        }  
 
    }  
 
    private void removePreviousPlayer() {  
        if (player == null)  
            return;  
 
        player.close();  
 
 //       Component visual = player.getVisualComponent();  
 //       Component control = player.getControlPanelComponent();  
 
        Container c = getContentPane();  
 
 /*       if (visual != null)  
            c.remove(visual);  
 
        if (control != null)  
            c.remove(control); */ 
    }  
     
    public void nextCue(int red, int green, int blue, int white, 
double MP3Time, double fadeCS, long startTime) 
    { 
            while((System.currentTimeMillis() - startTime)< 
MP3Time*1000) 
            { 
            } 
            UDPSend(red,green, blue, white, fadeCS*100); 
    } 
     
     
    public void UDPSend(int redV, int greenV, int blueV, int whiteV, 
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double fade)    
    {   
        try    
        {               
           byte[] message = new byte[34];      
           message[0]=intToByte(112);  //Flags + LenthH 
           message[1]=intToByte(33);   //LengthL 
           message[2]=intToByte(1);    //Vector- Protocol:SDT 
           message[3]=intToByte(68);  //Header Source CID 
           message[4]=intToByte(89); 
           message[5]=intToByte(76); 
           message[6]=intToByte(45); 
           message[7]=intToByte(76); 
           message[8]=intToByte(73); 
           message[9]=intToByte(71); 
           message[10]=intToByte(72); 
           message[11]=intToByte(84); 
           message[12]=intToByte(0); 
           message[13]=intToByte(0); 
           message[14]=intToByte(0); 
           message[15]=intToByte(0); 
           message[16]=intToByte(0); 
           message[17]=intToByte(0); 
           message[18]=intToByte(1); 
           message[19]=intToByte(0);    //Vector: MID 
           message[20]=intToByte(1); 
           message[21]=intToByte(2);    //Header-Protocol: DMP 
           message[22]=intToByte(2);    //Vector: Set Property 
           message[23]=intToByte(0);    //Header: Address Sizing 
           message[24]=intToByte(1);    //Property Address: 1=Red 
           message[25]=intToByte(redV); 
           message[26]=intToByte(2);     //Property Address: 2=Green 
           message[27]=intToByte(greenV); 
           message[28]=intToByte(3);     //Property Address: 3=Blue 
           message[29]=intToByte(blueV); 
           message[30]=intToByte(4);  
           message[31]=intToByte(whiteV);  
           message[32]=intToByte(7); 
           message[33]=intToByte((int)fade); 
          // message = msg.getBytes();   
   
            InetAddress address = 
InetAddress.getByName("169.254.255.255");   
            int port = 5001;   
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            // Initialize a datagram packet with data and address   
            DatagramPacket packet = new DatagramPacket(message,    
                                                       
message.length,   
                               address,    
                               port   
                               );          
            // Create a datagram socket, send the packet through it, 
close it.   
            DatagramSocket dsocket = new DatagramSocket();   
            dsocket.send(packet);   
            dsocket.close();   
        }   
         catch (Exception e)    
        {   
            System.err.println(e);   
        }   
    } 
     
    static byte intToByte(int Integer) 
    { 
      return (byte)Integer; 
    }  
     
    public static void main(String args[]) {  
        MediaPlayerDemo app = new MediaPlayerDemo();  
 
        app.addWindowListener(new WindowAdapter() {  
            public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) {  
                System.exit(0);  
            }  
        });  
    }  
 
    // inner class to handler events from media player  
    private class EventHandler implements ControllerListener {  
        public void controllerUpdate(ControllerEvent e) {  
            if (e instanceof RealizeCompleteEvent) {  
                Container c = getContentPane();  
                
 
                //c.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 204));  
 
                // load Visual and Control components if they exist  
                Component visualComponent = 
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player.getVisualComponent();  
 
         /*       if (visualComponent != null)  
                    c.add(visualComponent, BorderLayout.CENTER); */ 
                c.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 204));  
                Component controlsComponent = 
player.getControlPanelComponent();  
 
               /* if (controlsComponent != null)  
                    c.add(controlsComponent, BorderLayout.SOUTH); */ 
 
                c.doLayout();  
                 
                if(song.equals("Journey")) 
                { 
                  //------R,G,B,W,Start,Fade,constant) 
                  nextCue(0,0,15,0,  0.4,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,45,0,  2.9,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,15,0, 5.4,1.90,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0, 7.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,15, 1.9,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,45, 2.4,1.70,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,15,  2.8,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0,  3.2,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(10,0,0,0,  3.6,1.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(25,0,0,0,  4.4,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(10,0,0,0,  4.7,1.70,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0,  5.1,1.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,10,0,0,  5.2,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,25,0,0,  5.6,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,10,0,0,  6.0,1.70,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0,  6.8,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(15,0,15,0,  18.5,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,30,0,  6.0,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,15,0,  6.4,1.70,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,0,15,  6.8,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,0,40,  7.2,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,0,15,  7.60,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,10,0,0,  8.00,1.70,startT); 
                  nextCue(40,20,0,0,  8.40,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(40,0,20,0,  8.80,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(20,0,10,0,  15.50,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0,  32.8,2.50,startT); 
                   
                  nextCue(0,0,60,60,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
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                  nextCue(0,0,60,30,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,60,0,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,30,60,0,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,50,60,0,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,30,60,0,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(30,0,90,0,  34.3,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,60,0,  47,2.50,startT); 
                  nextCue(0,0,0,0,  47,2.50,startT); 
                } 
                 
                 
                if(song.equals("color")) 
                { 
                  //------R,G,B,W,Start,Fade,constant) 
 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,15,  0.4,0.0,startT);    //Tink 
                     nextCue(0,0,15,0,  0.5,0.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,15,0,0,  0.6,0.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,0,0,0,  0.7,0.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  0.8,0.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,5,0,  1.4,1.0,startT);     //Blues 
                     nextCue(0,0,35,0,  3.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,15,0, 4.8,1.00,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,0,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT);    
//Scroll Colors 
                     nextCue(30,0,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,0,15,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,30,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,15,15,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,30,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,15,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(30,0,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,0,15,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,30,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,15,15,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,30,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(15,15,15,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(40,40,40,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(60,60,60,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  0.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,40,0,  22.50,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  21.50,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,200,0, 21.50,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,225,0,  21.50,2.00,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,50,175,0,  30.0,2.00,startT); 
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                     nextCue(0,100,125,0,  30.0,2.00,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,100,0,0,  30.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,150,0,0,  30.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,100,0,0,  30.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,50,0,0,  30.0,2.00,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  30.0,2.00,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,0,0,  30.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  30.0,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,15,150,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(10,0,150,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,0,  40.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  43.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,40,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,20,0,  37.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(130,20,0,0,  49.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,20,0,0,  49.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,10,10,0,  54.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,0,30,0,  54.0,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,0,30,40,  56.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,0,30,80,  56.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,40,70,120,  62.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,80,110,160,  62.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(160,110,140,160,  62.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(200,150,180,200,  62.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(200,150,200,200,  62.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
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                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,2.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,200,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,200,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,150,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,150,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,150,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  67.5,1.50,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
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                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
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                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,75,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(75,0,75,0,  67.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,75,75,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,150,0,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,225,225,75,  96.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,150,150,0,  106.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  108.5,2.50,startT); 
                  } 
                  
                 if(song.equals("olympics")) 
                { 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,100,  0.3,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  0.9,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,100,  1.4,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  2.1,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,100,  2.7,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  3.3,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,100,  3.8,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  4.5,1.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,100,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
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                     nextCue(0,0,100,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,100,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,100,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(50,0,0,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,50,50,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  5.2,1.5,startT); 
                      
                     nextCue(0,150,0,0,  25.9,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(150,0,0,0,  29.2,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(200,50,0,0,  32.0,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,150,0,  36.2,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,250,  39.2,0.0,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,100,0,  40.8,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,100,0,0,  40.8,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,100,0,0,  41.3,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,0,  41.8,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,100,100,0,  42.1,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,100,0,  42.1,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,250,  42.4,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,0,0,  44.0,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,100,100,0,  44.5,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,100,0,  45.1,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,100,  46.0,0.5,startT);//<-- 
change in  
                      
                     nextCue(100,100,0,0,  46.5,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  47.0,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(100,0,100,0,  47.5,0.5,startT); 
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                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  48.0,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,100,100,0,  48.5,0.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  49.0,0.5,startT);                    
                      
                      
                     nextCue(200,0,0,0,  50.6,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,200,  50.6,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,200,0,  50.6,2.5,startT); 
                     nextCue(0,0,0,0,  50.6,2.5,startT); 
 
                      
                } 
                   
               } 
        }  
    }  
} 
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Appendix G: Hardware Configuration/Layout 
 
The ATmega32A is connected to the LED Driver, steps up the PWM voltage signal 
to a high enough potential to turn on the LEDs. The microprocessor is also connected 
to the ENC28J60 via SPI, which has an Ethernet cable plugged into it connecting it to 
the ACN source. 
 
